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On the Origin of the Causative Use of bun1 in Hakka:  
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Based on Hakka texts of the Basel Mission Society (late 19th and early 20th centuries), 

this paper examines the origin of the causative use of bun1, a general-purpose verb of 
giving. It is generally held that bun1 illustrates a case of polygrammaticalization (e.g., Lai 
2001, Chiang 2006). Crucial to this account is the existence of the bun1+IO+DO pattern 
(the Type A construction). A closer scrutiny of the texts, however, shows that the Type A 
construction was not found. Since only the bun1+DO+IO pattern (the Type B construction) 
was attested and the causative use of bun1 in the Basel Mission texts is not uncommon, 
we suggest that the causative use is a further development from the purposive use of bun1. 
Due to differences in information status of the two events, the causing event is 
backgrounded and the caused event foregrounded, leading to the emergence of a new 
mono-clausal causative construction. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Cross-linguistically, the verb give has received much attention (e.g., Newman 

1996, 1998, Yap & Iwasaki 2003, Chin 2009, 2011) and the same also holds true in 

Hakka. Over the past two decades, one fairly persistent topic in the literature on the 

grammar of Hakka is the grammaticalization of the verb of giving bun1 (Lin 1990, Lai 

2001, 2004, 2015, Chiang 2006, Huang 2010, 2012, 2015, Cheng & Hsieh 2011, 

Huang & Yeh 2012, among others). 1  Synchronically, bun1, a polyfunctional 

morpheme, may function as a verb of giving, a goal marker, a complementizer, a 

causative marker, and an agent marker, as exemplified in (1) to (5), respectively.2 

                                                 
* This paper is partially supported by MOST 104-2420-H-134-001-MY2. Earlier versions were 
presented at the 18th Annual International Conference of the Japanese Society for Language Science, 
The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, June 4-5, 2016 and at the 11th International Symposium on Taiwanese 
Languages and Teaching, Academia Sinica, Taipei, July 12-13, 2016. I am indebted to the audience at 
these events for their comments and suggestions. I would also like to thank Miao-Hsia Chang, Min-hua 
Chiang, Siaw-Fong Chung, Fuhui Hsieh, Han-chun Huang, Huei-ling Lai, and Hui-chi Lee for their 
insightful discussion of earlier drafts. My thanks are also extended to two anonymous reviewers, whose 
valuable suggestions have helped shape up the final version of this paper. I am, of course, fully 
responsible for any errors or inadequacies that remain. 
1 The Proposal of Taiwan Hakka Romanization System (台灣客家語拼音方案) promulgated by the 
National Languages Committee in 2012 is used to render the data.  
2 For reasons of consistency and clarity, glosses of some quoted examples have been expanded or 
slightly modified. 
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(1) a. 佢 分    一  支 筆  3 

gi bun    yi   gi  bid  ngai          

he  BUN4  one  CL pen  me             

‘He gave a pen to me.’                             (Lai 2001:ex. 1a) 

b. 佢 分     一  支  筆 

gi bun   ngai yi   gi   bid    

he  BUN  me  one  CL  pen 

‘He gave me a pen.’  (Lai 2001:ex. 1b) 

(2) 先生   賞    一  本  書   分  阿英 

xinsang song   yit  bun su    bun Ayin    

teacher  award  one  CL  book to   Ayin 

‘The teacher awarded a book to Ayin.’                   (Lai 2004:ex. 8a)5 

(3) 佢 帶   東西   分   狗仔 食 

hi dai    dung-xi bun  geu-e sid    

he  bring thing   BUN  dog  eat 

‘He brought food for the dog to eat.’  (Lai 2001:ex. 1d) 

(4) 佢 會    分     去 台北 

gi  voi    bun  ngai hi  toibed     

he  would BUN  me  go Taipei         

‘He would let me go to Taipei.’ (Lai 2001:ex. 1e) 

(5) 佢 分      打 

gi  bun  ngai  da    

he  BUN  me   beat 

‘He was beaten by me.’    (Lai 2001:ex. 1f) 

 

It is generally assumed in the literature that bun1 illustrates a case of 

polygrammaticalization, which, according to Craig (1991), refers to the phenomenon 

where a single form is the source of multiple grammaticalization chains. For example, 

Lai (2001:148) has argued that bun1 involves dative alternation, allowing more than 

one way of expressing of the theme and goal arguments. It is exactly this alternation 

                                                 
3 Chinese characters in (1) to (5) are provided by the author. 
4 The abbreviations used in this paper are as follows: 1/2/3SG or PL: first/second/third-person singular 
or plural; ACH: achievement; ASP: aspect marker; CL: classifier; COMP: complement; COP: copular; 
DUR: durative marker; NEG: negation marker; PL: plural marker; POSS: possessive marker; SFP: 
sentence- final particle; SUF: suffix. The following are used in Hakka only: BI: the fusion of BUN and 
3SG; BUN: verb of giving; LAU: disposal marker; DO: locative/result/extent marker; GEN: genitive 
marker; REL: relative clause marker. 
5 Note that the original Romanization of the examples in Lai (2001) and Lai (2004) is retained, but 
there are some noticeable differences between them. For example, “one” is rendered as yi in Lai (2001) 
but yit in Lai (2004). In addition, the stop codas used to render the entering tone words are [-b], [-d] 
and [-g] in Lai (2001) but [-p], [-t] and [-k] in Lai (2004). 
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that brings out two separate functional paths of bun1, an issue that will be further 

explored in Section 2. Among the various uses of bun1, we focus specifically on the 

rise of the causative use. Causation denotes a complex situation. According to Song 

(2013), a causative construction consists of two component events, including the 

causing event, in which the causer does or initiates something, and the caused event, 

in which the causee carries out an action or undergoes a change of condition or state 

as a result of the causer’s action. Various classifications of causatives in structural and 

semantic terms have been proposed and a brief discussion of these classifications will 

be presented in Section 4.5. 

Many important insights have been gained through various discussions of bun1 in 

contemporary Hakka.6 In view of the fact that semantic changes consist of numerous 

stages of transfer from one meaning to another, a slightly different one, over time, a 

diachronic analysis may help to verify the proposals suggested or shed new light on 

the changes of a given morpheme or construction. The Hakka materials compiled by 

the Basel missionaries in the late 19th and early 20th centuries are of great significance 

for the linguistic studies of Hakka. They can provide us with first-hand data for 

historical studies and an opportunity to scrutinize diachronic changes. These materials 

were first reported in Hashimoto (1971) and the original manuscripts were later made 

available by Christine Lamarre’s visit to Basel in 1996-1997 (Chappell & Lamarre 

2005:preface). In this study, we will investigate the historical data manually and 

electronically. The electronic search is made possible by using the Min and Hakka 

Language Archives, launched by the Institute of Linguistics, Academia Sinica.7 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some previous studies on the 

grammaticalization of bun1 and points out the issues that will be focused on in the 

present study. Section 3 is an introduction of the historical materials compiled by 

Basel missionaries, which is followed by a discussion of the possible evolvement of 

the causative use of bun1 in Section 4. Major findings and issues subject to further 

research will be presented in Section 5. 

 

2. Literature review 

 

Since bun1 constructions exhibit considerable complexity, a wide range of 

different opinions on definitions and classifications arise.8 In modern Hakka, bun1 

involves dative alternation, as illustrated by (1a) and (1b), respectively. Based on the 

general principles of grammaticalization, Lai (2001) proposes that the two syntactic 

                                                 
6 Unless otherwise indicated, the contemporary Hakka refers to the Hakka dialects spoken in Taiwan. 
7 See http://minhakka.ling.sinica.edu.tw/bkg/index.php. 
8 The reader is referred to Lai (2012) for more details. 
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frames bring out two separate functional paths of bun1. In the first cline, bun1 is 

decategorized from a full-fledged verb of giving (1a) into a goal-marking adposition 

(2) and then into a clause-linking complementizer introducing a purpose (3). In the 

second cline, bun1 develops from a verb of giving (1b) into a causative verb (4) and 

then into an agent marker (5). The two clines are illustrated in (6). This analysis 

hinges crucially on the major syntactic characteristic of the double object construction 

in Hakka, viz., the direct object (DO) may precede or follow the indirect object (IO) 

without any dative marker (cf. Hashimoto 1976). Put differently, the alternating 

frames of bun1 plays a determining role in the semantic extension. 

 

(6) a. Verb > Adposition > Complementizer                   (Lai 2001:(13)) 

b. Verb-of-giving > Verb-of-causative > Agent marker       (Lai 2001:(19)) 

 

Chiang (2006) also suggests two paths of bun1’s development from a verb of 

giving to various grammatical functions, as in (7) (Chiang 2006:356). Bun1 first 

evolves from a verb of giving to a dative marker (8) and then to a marker in the 

pivotal construction (9).9 

 

(7) a. Verb of giving > give (dative) > give (pivotal construction) > causee marker 

> complement marker  

b. Verb of giving > give (dative) > give (pivotal construction) > permissive 

marker > agent marker  

(8) [他的]    爸爸 賜     一  支   寶劍          分          佢 

kia2      pa5   sɿ5     ʒit7  ki1  po3kiam5      pun1 [= bun1]  ki2 [= gi5]  

3SG.POSS  Dad  bestow  one  CL  precious sword BUN         3SG 

‘His dad bestowed a precious sword on him.’           (Chiang 2006:(16)) 

                                                 
9 Chiang (2006) uses IPA symbols to transcribe the examples. We will follow her conventions in the 
examples cited. However, for consistency, we will adopt The Proposal of Taiwan Hakka Romanization 
System to render the specific words we would like to discuss in the discussion. 
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(9) 拿   餅    分   那   細妹    食，那   細妹   毋   敢   食，拿 

na1   piaŋ3  pun1  kai5  se5moi5  ʃit8,  kai5  se5moi5 m̩2   kam3 ʃit8,  na1   

take  cookie BUN  that  girl      eat  that  girl     NEG  dare  eat  take 

轉    去  摒     分    猪嬤    食 

tʃion3  hi5
  piaŋ1   pun1   tʃu1ma2  ʃit8  

return  go  discard BUN   sow     eat 

‘(A fortune teller) gave the girl some cookies to eat. The girl didn’t dare to eat 

(them). (She) took them home and discarded (them in the trough) for the sow 

to eat.’   (Chiang 2006:(18)) 

 

In both clines, the pivotal construction ‘NP1+V1(+NP2)+bun1+NP3+V2(+NP4)’ 

plays a key role.10 In the first cline, NP3, serving as a beneficiary of V1 and an agent 

of V2, changes from a beneficiary into a causee when V2(+NP4) does not designate 

an action independent of V1(+NP2) but is the result of V1(+NP2), as shown in (10). 

In the subsequent development from a causee marker into a complement marker, the 

causee is expressed by the third person singular pronoun gi5, which gradually loses its 

semantic content and then fuses with bun1 to form the coalesced complement marker 

bi1, as in (11). 

 

(10) 轉     來    就   煴   煴   [ASP] 烳  分佢  食  就  分佢      

tʃion3   loi2   tsɿ1   vun1  vun1  le3,   phu1 pi2    ʃit8,  tsɿ1  pi2 [= bi1]  

return   come then  stew  stew  ASP  boil BI     eat  then BI         

食  好   了 

ʃit8  ho3   le1 

eat  good SFP   

‘(When returning home, someone) cooked (the herbal medicine) for her to 

take. She recovered from her illness after taking the medicine.’ 

(Chiang 2006:(20)) 

                                                 
10 A similar view can be found in Chiang’s (2007:250-254) discussion of the complement marker pi2 
in Dongshi Hakka. 
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(11) 糜      愛   煮   [PI] 綿    綿    正   好   食 

moi2     oi5   tʃu3   pi2 mien2  mien2  tʃioŋ5 ho3   ʃit8   

porridge  want  cook  BI  soft   soft   only  good eat 

‘Porridge tastes good only when the grains are cooked until they become 

broken and soft thoroughly.   (Chiang 2006:(22)) 

 

In the second cline, the agent role of NP3 in the pivotal construction becomes 

more salient when bun1 extends to the permissive use, exemplified in (12). This is 

made possible in that there is a transfer of control from NP1 to NP3. When it 

gradually loses control over the event, NP1 is reinterpreted first as an affectee and 

then as a patient. In the latter development, NP3 is viewed as an agent marked by 

bun1, as in (13).11  

 

(12) 你  愛   分   我  玩   幾多     日 

hn̩2  oi5   pun1  ŋai2 liau5  ki3to1     ŋit7?  

2SG want  BUN  1SG play  how many day 

‘How many days will you let me visit my parents?’      (Chiang 2006:(27)) 

(13) 這 尾  大  蛇   就  分  這  蜈蚣蟲      咬   死 

lia3 mui1 thai5 ʃia2   tsɿ1  pun1 lia3  ŋ2 kuŋ1 tʃhiuŋ2 ŋau1  si3 

this  CL  big  snake then BUN this  centipede     bite  dead 

‘The big snake was bitten to death by the centipede.’    (Chiang 2006:(29)) 

 

Summarizing, there are two major differences between the two proposals. First, 

the alternating frames of bun1 play a crucial role in Lai’s (2001:146) proposal, but are 

not mentioned in Chiang (2006). Second, the causative use of bun1 comes from 

different sources. For Lai (2001), such a use is a direct development from the verbal 

use of bun1 in (1b), which can be schematically represented as NP1+bun1+IO+DO. 

Given the parallelism between the conceptual structures, the meaning of giving 

someone something is metaphorically transferred into giving someone the permission 

to do something. For Chiang (2006), the permissive use (= Lai’s causative use) is a 

further development from the use of bun1 in the pivotal construction in (9) (= Lai’s 

purposive complementizer use). She claims that this construction mainly denotes the 

meaning of giving and involves the motion of an entity. Nonetheless, she pays no 

attention to the structural differences of the two syntactic configurations as 

                                                 
11 The transition from causatives, via unwilling permissives, to passives is not uncommon and has 
been observed in many languages. See Chang (2006) for a clear discussion of the diachronic 
development of jiào, ràng, and gěi in Mandarin Chinese; for a similar development in some East and 
Southeast Asian languages, see Yap & Iwasaki (2003). 
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represented in (9) and (12). The former involves a bi-event structure, while the latter, 

typically, a mono-event structure. In addition, the semantic role NP3 bears is crucial 

in the evolution from the pivotal construction to the permissive use in Chiang’s 

analysis; however, the role that bun1 plays in the development is not addressed. 

It is obvious that the disputes on the development of bun1 await further 

investigation. In view of this, we would like to examine early Hakka texts compiled 

by Basel Missionaries during the late 19th and early 20th centuries with the hope that 

these texts may shed some light on the grammaticalization of bun1. For reasons of 

time and space, we will focus specifically on the rise of the causative use of bun1. 

 

3. The Basel Mission materials 

 

The best way to delineate the pathways of grammaticalization and semantic 

change of a specific morpheme is to resort to the materials in the language of the 

period one aims to explore. However, in the past, a diachronic study on a specific 

word or grammatical construction in Hakka was not possible since an official or 

standardized written form of Hakka did not exist until very recently. Due to the lack 

of historical records for Hakka, even a synchronic study on the grammaticalization of 

a given morpheme in contemporary Hakka could not but resort to general principles 

of linguistic changes, hence making the Basel documents even more valuable. We are 

fortunate that a considerable amount of Hakka texts compiled by the Basel 

missionaries are now made available to us, which will surely facilitate our 

understanding of the relative chronology of the development of a given marker. In 

spite of some possible doubts about the accuracy of the description of the Hakka 

language in these texts, “the quality of the missionaries’ works on Chinese language 

and dialects have [has] been highly appreciated and valued by many linguists and 

Sinologists” (Chin 2009:89). In this study, we will examine the materials listed in 

(14), including dialogues, narrative texts and translations of the Biblical texts.12 

 

 

                                                 
12 Due to lack of detailed information, the authorship, place(s) of publication, or publisher(s) of these 
materials may remain unknown. However, according to the data we collect (Zhuang & Liu 2002, 
Chappell & Lamarre 2005, among many others), the publication information of each of these books 
will be provided as detailed as possible. For more information, see the footnotes that follow. 
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(14) First Book of Reading (= FBR) (啟蒙淺學) (1879)13  

Acts of the Apostles (= AA) (新約聖書 使徒行傳) (1883)14  

Booklet of Selected Quotations from the Bible (= BSQ) (聖經書節擇要) 

(1884)15 

Hakka Catechism for Confirmation (= HCC) (結過洗禮約問答書) (1884) 

Hakka Medical Reader, Meixian (= HMR) (醫界客話讀本) (1931)16 

 

Based on the works of MacIver (1905), Hashimoto (1971), Lutz & Lutz (1998), 

and Lamarre (2002), Chappell & Lamarre (2005:6, 21-28) point out that the dialect 

recorded in the Basel materials appears to be more representative of the dialect spoken 

in the Sin-on (新安) area near Hong Kong. Evidence for such a conclusion comes 

from the following facts. First, the three main native Hakka contributors, viz., Kong 

Ayun (江雲章), Li Shin-en (李承恩), and Tai Wunkong (戴文光), all grew up in the 

Sin-on area. The second piece of evidence concerns certain phonological and 

grammatical features that basically group the Sin-on dialect with the Huizhou dialect, 

but separate both of these from the Meixian and Chaozhou dialects. Phonologically, 

labialized velars [kw-] in initials, medial [-i-], and monophthongization of the 

diphthongs [-ai] and [-oi] to [-e] are absent in Sin-on and Huizhou dialects but are 

present in Meixian and Chaozhou. Syntactically, the durative aspect marking, the 

diminutive suffix, the proximal demonstrative, and the verb ‘to put’ in Sin-on and 

Huizhou dialects do not tally with Meixian and Chaozhou dialects.17 

Based on the examples gleaned from the Basel Mission materials mentioned 

above, this paper re-examines the grammaticalization path of bun1 and suggests that 

the causative use does not extend directly from the verbal use of bun1 (e.g., Lai 2001), 

but from the purposive use in the pivotal construction. 

 

                                                 
13 This book Khi3 mung2 tshen3 hok5 [The First Book of Reading] has both a romanized version (1879) 
and a Chinese character version (1980). 
14 S3 thu2 hang2 tšhon4 [Acts of the Apostles: Chapter 5] has both a Chinese character version (1883) 
and a romanized version (1892). 
15 Booklet of Selected Quotations from the Bible and Ket6 ko4 se3 li1 yok6 mun4 tap6 šu1 [Hakka 
Catechism for Confirmation] is a digraphic edition bound together and printed in Hong Kong in 1884 
(Chappell & Lamarre 2005:303). 
16 The book Medizinisches Hakka Lesebuch [Hakk Medical Reader] is a manual handwritten by the 
Deji hospital in Meizhou in 1931 to help workers and doctors have a better understanding of the Hakka 
language (Chappell & Lamarre 2005:38). 
17 We will not go into detail here for reasons of space, but will refer the reader to the references cited 
here. 
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4. Bun1 in the Basel Mission texts 

 

With the historical data, we will argue in this section that the second 

grammaticalization cline proposed by Lai (2001) to account for the evolvement of 

bun1 from a verb of giving into a causative marker is not feasible and that the 

development from the purposive use into the causative use is cognitively motivated 

and may explain both the diachronic and synchronic data in a more plausible and 

unified way. 

 

4.1 The Type B pattern18 

 

Before we delve into the various uses of bun1 in the Basel Mission texts, it should 

be noted that the same verb of giving was represented differently in different texts, 

including 俾 in FBR, 奔 in AA, BSQ, and HCC, and 畀, 俾, 被 in HMR. For 

consistency, we will use bun1 as a cover term and the gloss BUN is used for the 

convenience of cross-textual comparison. 

One striking characteristic of bun1’s verbal usage is that only the Type B pattern 

(i.e., V+DO+IO) was attested in the Basel Mission texts, as illustrated in (15)-(19).19 

This forms a sharp contrast with the verbal use of bun1 in contemporary Hakka which 

allows both the Type B pattern and the Type A pattern (i.e., V+IO+DO) as shown in 

(1a) and (1b), respectively.20 

                                                 
18 The double object construction in Chinese dialects can be roughly divided into the northern type and 
the southern type, with the former taking the form of V+IO+DO (Type A) and the latter, V+DO+IO 
(Type B). For more details, the reader is referred to Hashimoto (1976), Liu (2001), Zhang (2011), 
among many others. 
19 The phonetic transcriptions of the examples taken from the earlier texts are provided according to 
the ones recorded in the works. Nevertheless, no transliteration will be offered for the examples 
gleaned from the works which were written in Chinese characters exclusively. 
20 According to Zhang (2011), the inverted order of OR and OT in the double object construction is 
strongly correlated with the typology of the general-purpose verb of giving. Type A dialects have a 
give verb, while Type B dialects generally lack such a verb and tend to use a verb of handling plus an 
allative preposition to express something like ‘take OT to OR’. In view of these facts, the ditransitive 
construction in the Basel texts is of particular typological interest in that it seems to be a mix of the two 
alignment types mentioned above. That is, it has a general-purpose verb of giving, but only Type B 
alignment is allowed. In view of these facts, we suspect that the Type B construction in the Basel 
materials may develop along the second pathway proposed by Zhang (2011). Such a supposition can be 
supported by the fact that the general-purpose verb of giving derives from a verb of handling in many 
other Hakka subdialects, such as Ruijin (瑞金) Hakka in the Jiangxi Province and Liencheng (連城) 
Hakka in the Fujian Provience. One clue which indicates this origin is that the same marker may also 
serve as an instrument marker in these dialects. It is, therefore, noteworthy that the instrument use of 
bun1 can still be found in FBR, AA, and BSQ. The example in (i) illustrates this. 
(i) 彼得   奔  手  牽    起  佢 來  

Pi3tet7  pin1  chu3  khen1  hi3  ki2  loi2 
NAME  BUN  hand pull   rise 3SG come 
‘And Peter took her hand, lifting her up’          (AA 9:24-1) 
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(15) 惹21  只    牛仔     唔   系   多， 獨獨     望    你  俾   的 

nya3  tchak7 nyu2-tsai3  mii1  he5   to1   thuk8thuk8 mong5 ngi2 pin1  tit8  

this   CL    cattle-SUF NEG  COP  many only      hope   2SG BUN some 

面       

men5  ngai2 

face   1SG 

‘This little bull is not of great value. (I) only hope that you (can) treat me 

with due respect.’ (FBR 196:74-2)22 (= Zhuang & Huang 2014:273 (8)) 

(16) 知   人    心   嘅   上帝、   都  奔   哩  聖神       佢兠  

ti1    nyin2  sim1  kai5  Chong5ti5, tu1  pin1  li1   chin5Chin2   ki2teu1 

know person heart REL  God      all  BUN  ASP Holy Spirit  3PL 

‘And God, the searcher of hearts, gave them the Holy Spirit.’ (AA 15:37-1)23 

(17) 禺兠   雖然   係 惡，都 曉    奔   好   東西   惹       子女 

ngi2teu1 sui1yen2 he5 ok7  tu1 hyau3  pun1  hau3  tung1si1 nya1      tsii3ng3 

2PL    though  be  evil all know  BUN  good thing   2SG.POSS  children 

‘You who are evil are able to give good things to your children.’  

(BSQ 4:69-1) 

(18) 望    上帝     愛  奔   聖神      厓    

mong5 Chong5ti5  oi5  pin1  chin5Chin2  ngai2 

hope   God      will give  Holy Spirit 1SG 

‘(I) hope that God will give me the Holy Spirit.’              (HCC:17-2) 

(19) 姑娘 會  畀   止痛藥   你  

nurse will BUN  painkiller  2SG 

‘The nurse will give you painkillers.’                       (HMR:100) 

  

                                                                                                                                            
A full exploration of the diachronic development of the double object construction in Hakka surely 
constitutes an interesting topic of study; this, however, would take us too far afield of the present work 
and we have to leave it for further research. 
21 As pointed by Lamarre (2002), to solve the problem of colloquial dialect words without characters, 
the use of characters with a similar pronunciation or the coinage of new ones with the addition on the 
left of the character for ‘mouth’ is typical of the early Hakka texts. See, for example, 口雅 ‘my’. 
Given that these characters cannot be properly displayed, the mouth radical 口 is left unexpressed. In 
what follows, 雅, 惹, and 家 are used to represent 口雅 [nga1] ‘my’, 口惹 [nya1] ‘your’, and 口家 
[kya1] ‘his/her’, respectively.  
22 The number before the colon refers to the chapter number and that after the colon indicates the page 
number. Since the page was printed on one side only and then folded in the Chinese style at that time, 
‘-1’ and ‘-2’ mean the first half and the second half of that page, respectively. 
23 The English translations of the examples from Acts of the Apostles, Booklet of Selected Quotations 
from the Bible, and Hakka Catechism for Confirmation, all of which are translations of the Bible, are 
based on the translation of the Bible in Basic English (the bbe version) at http://www.o-bible.com/.  
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The Type B sentences are all headed by bun1 in historical and contemporary 

Hakka alike. Exceptions to this include tchhon2ha5 傳吓 ‘to spread’ in the Basel 

Mission texts, as in (20),24 and jia3 借 ‘to lend’ in modern Hakka, as in (21). 

 

(20) 厓    揀   倒   佢、等   佢   好   傳吓      雅       名       

ngai2  kan3  tau3  ki2  ten3  ki2   hau3  tchhon2ha5  nga1      myang2  

1SG   pick  ACH  3SG wait  3SG  can   spread     1SG.POSS  name 

異邦人、    同    君王、     又   同    以色列人      里    去 

yi5pang1nyin2 thung2 kyun1wong2  yu5   thung2 Yi1set7let8nyin2  li1    hi5 

Gentiles      and    king        then  and    Israel          there go 

‘For he is a special vessel for me, to give to the Gentiles and kings and to the  

children of Israel the knowledge of my name.’  (AA 9:22-1) 

(21) 我    moi      借   錢     佢   

ngai5  moi5      jia3   qien5   gi5 

1SG   not want  lend  money  3SG  

‘I won’t lend him money.’  (Chiu 2005:144)25 

 

4.2 Two types of purpose clauses 

 

The Type B pattern can be expanded by adding a verb indicating the purpose of 

the giving event, as in (22)-(26). This construction is schematically represented as 

NP+bun1
V1+DO+IO+V2 and dubbed as the transfer-type purpose clause. 

Prototypically, this construction expresses the semantics that ‘NP successfully causes 

IO to receive DO in order for IO to V2’ (cf. Goldberg 1995). The sense proposed here 

involves concrete transfer, a meaning that has been argued to be more basic 

diachronically and a source domain that metaphorical extensions are based on. To 

illustrate this, see (27), in which only metaphorical transfer is implied. According to 

Schmidtke-Bode (2009:20) and Cristofaro (2013), purpose clauses are part of 

complex sentences which encode the concept that one verbal situation is performed 

with the intention of bringing about another situation. The two verbal situations are 

expressed by the matrix clause and the purpose clause, respectively. Examples in 

(22)-(26) are all bi-clausal and are known as the pivotal construction, which “contains 

a noun phrase that is simultaneously the subject of the second verb and the direct 

object of the first verb” (Li & Thompson 1981:607). Take, for example, (22). The IO  

                                                 
24 This is the only example found in the Basel Mission materials. 
25 Chiu (2005) suggests that this construction may arise under the influence of the Yue dialect or may 
come from the deletion of bun1 before the IO. 
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ki2 佢 ‘3SG’ functions as a pivot that relates the two verbs, pin1 俾 ‘BUN’ and chit8 

食 ‘to eat’.26 

 

(22) 俾   多少    食   剩  个   佢  食   就    好  

pin1  to1chau3  chit8  yin5 kai5  ki2  chit8  tshyu5 hau3 

BUN  some    eat   left  REL 3SG eat   then   good 

‘It is okay that (people) give him some leftovers to eat.’  (FBR 134:39-2) 

(23) 佢  也  係  望    保羅  噲   奔  錢    佢  來    放  

ki2  ya1  he5  mong5 Pau3lo2 woi5  pin1 tshen2  ki2  loi2   fong5 

3SG also be   hope   NAME  will  BUN money 3SG come put 

‘ For he was hoping that Paul would give him money’        (AA 24:61-2) 

(24) 愛   倚恃   生活    嘅  上帝，   係 奔  百物     厓兠    來 

oi5   yi3chi5  sang1fat8 kai5 Chong5ti5  he5 pin1
  pak7wut8  ngai2teu1 loi2 

must  rely on  life      GEN God      be  BUN  all things 1PL      come 

用   嘅  

yung5 kai5 

use   REL 

‘To put (their) hope in God who gives us in full measure all things for our 

use.’  (BSQ 4:91-1) 

(25) 基督   就    用   餅      酒， 來   奔   家       身體 

Ki1tuk7 tshyu5 yung5 pyang3 lau1 tsyu3 loi2   pin1  kya1      chin1thi3 

Jesus   then   use   bread  and  wine  come BUN  3SG.POSS  body 

     家       血    厓兠     食    

lau1   kya1      hyet7  ngai2teu1  chit8  

and    3SG.POSS  blood  1PL       eat 

‘Jesus Christ used bread and wine (to symbolize his body and blood) and 

gave them his body and blood to eat.’  (HCC:13-1) 

(26) 醫生  就  畀  瀉藥   佢   食  

doctor then BUN laxative 3SG  eat 

‘The doctor then gave him a laxative to eat.’               (HMR 9:108) 

  

                                                 
26 This kind of sentence pattern is attested in some Chinese dialects as well. Take, for example, the 
Daye dialect, a subdialect of Gan spoken in the southeastern part of Hubei province near the Jiangxi 
border (Wang 2000:97). Consider the examples in (i) to (iii), which are headed by a verb of giving, a 
verb of creation, and a verb of obtaining, respectively. Note that only Chinese characters are presented 
here since no transliteration is provided by Wang. 
(i) 你把本書渠看 ‘You give him a book to read.’ 
(ii) 我打件毛絨衣阿母過年穿 ‘I’ll knit a sweater for Grandma to wear during the New Year 

holidays.’ 
(iii)我買副手籠子你戴 ‘I’ll buy a pair of gloves for you to wear.’ 
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In addition of transfer of physical objects, this construction may also express 

transfer of abstract objects in metaphoric terms. Specifically, the ABSTRACT 

CONCEPT AS PHYSICAL OBJECT metaphor is involved in the two examples in 

(27). 

 

(27) a. 因為    聖神      同     雅兠    立意、 唔   愛   奔   多    

yin1wui5 
 chin5Chin2  thung2  nga1teu1  lip8yi5,  m1   oi5   pin1  to1  

because  Holy Spirit  and    1PL      agree   NEG  want  BUN  more 

別二樣       嘅   擔     禺兠    擔        

phet8ngi5yong5 kai5  tam1    ngi2teu1  tam1    

other         GEN  burden  2PL      carry    

‘For it seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us, to put on you nothing 

more than (these necessary things).’  (AA 15:38-2) 

b. 小   事   禺   都 忠心，     厓    噲  奔  大  事   禺  理  

syau3 sii5   ngi2  tu1 tchung1sim1  ngai2 woi5 pin1 thai5 sii5   ngi2 li1  

small thing 2SG  all loyal       1SG  will BUN big  thing 2SG handle 

‘You have been true in a small thing. I will give you control over great 

things.’  (BSQ 4:82-2) 

 

It should, however, be noted that purpose clauses may also come from the 

expansion of the dative construction (V+DO+bun1+IO) by adding a V denoting the 

purpose, namely, NP1+V1+DO+bun1+IO+V2. See examples in (28)-(32). These are 

the indirective-type purpose clause.27 

 

(28) 種     青菜        儕    愛  賣  家      菜      俾   人   食 

tchung5 tshyang1tshoi5 sa2    oi5  mai5 kya1     tshoi5    pin1  nyin2 chit8 

grow   vegetable     people will sell  3SG.POSS vegetable BUN  people eat 

‘Those who grow vegetables will sell their vegetables to other people in 

order for them to eat.’  (FBR 92:24-2) (Zhuang & Huang 2014:278 (55)) 

(29) 佢  噲   講    救   禺  一家人     嘅   道    奔   禺   聽   

ki2  woi5  kong3  kyu5  ngi2 yit7ka1nyin2  kai5  thau5  pin1  ngi2  thang5 

3SG will  say    save  2SG whole family REL  preach BUN  2SG  listen 

‘Who will say words to you through which you and all your family may get 

salvation.’  (AA 11:28-1) 

  

                                                 
27 We follow Zhang (2011) and use the term ‘indirective-type’. 
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(30) 禺  在    世間    奔   倒   厓   嘅   人，  厓   報明      哩  

ngi2 tshoi1  chi5kan1  pin1  tau3  ngai2 kai5  nyin2  ngai2 pau5min2   li1   

2SG in     world    BUN  ACH  1SG  REL  person 1SG  clearly say  ASP 

惹       名     奔   佢兠   知    

nya1      myang2 pin1  ki2teu1  ti1  

2SG.POSS  name   BUN  3PL     know 

‘I have given knowledge of your name to the men whom you gave me out of 

the world.’  (BSQ 4:60-1) 

(31) 就    撿    倒  餅，   多   謝，  擘   開    奔   佢兠   食28 

tshyu5 kyam3 tau3 pyang3  to1   tshya5  mak7 hoi1   pin1  ki2teu1  chit8 

then   take   ACH bread   many thank  break COMP  BUN  3PL     eat 

‘(The Lord) took the bread and expressed his gratitude. (He) broke (the 

bread) and gave them (the bread) to eat.’  (HCC:13-2) 

(32) 醫生  自己 逗大氣       畀  佢  看  

doctor self   breathe deeply  BUN 3SG look 

‘The doctor showed him (how to) breathe deeply.’  (HMR 4:40) 

 

The transfer-type purpose clause mainly denotes the relation between a transfer 

event and a purpose event. Bun1, the only verb that is allowed in this construction, is 

used to indicate transfer of possession of the theme argument, be it physical or 

metaphorical, to the recipient (see, for example, Goldberg 1995, Lai 2001, Huang 

2012). Transfer is made in order to bring about the subsequent purpose event. Note, 

nonetheless, the transfer meaning is not obligatory. In the process of further 

development, the purpose reading of this construction becomes more salient and 

strengthened, with the transfer meaning becoming more bleached and less accessible. 

Evidence in favor of this comes from the existence of such a case as (33). Even 

though (33) is syntactically identical with examples in (22)-(26), no transfer of 

possession is expressed in that 其大髀 ‘his thigh’ is an inseparable body part of Guan 

Gong. We suggest that this sentence is a result of metaphorical extension. As 

suggested by Lai (2001:146), the meaning of giving someone something can be 

metaphorically transferred into giving someone the permission to do something. 

Newman (1996:186) also claims that the Give someone a book to read type of 

structure may serve as a bridge to the pure enablement senses. 

 

  

                                                 
28 Note that the DO of mak7 hoi1 ‘break’, i.e., pyang3 ‘bread’, is co-referential with the object of kyam3 
tau3 ‘take’ and hence does not have to surface in the syntax. 
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(33) 就  請  關公  畀  其       大髀  佢   看   

then ask  NAME  BUN 3SG.POSS  thigh  3SG  look 

‘(Hua Tuo) then asked Guan Gong to show him his thigh (so that Hua Tuo 

could) examine (his thigh).’                             (HMR 16:168) 

 

In the indirect type, the semantic restriction of transfer of possession is removed. 

The only requirement is that a purpose relation between the matrix clause and the 

purpose clause be established. Consequently, a wider range of verb classes are 

attested in this construction, including give verbs, such as mai5 賣 ‘to sell’ in (28), 

verbs of communication, such as kong3 講 ‘to say’ in (29) and pau5min2 報明 ‘to 

clearly say’ in (30), verbs of break, such as mak7 擘 ‘to break something into pieces’ 

in (31), and verbs involving the body, such as 逗大氣 ‘to breathe deeply’ in (32), 

etc. (cf. Levin 1993).29 

Put differently, both types of clauses allow the presence/absence of the transfer 

event, though the purpose event is always present. Therefore, the major difference 

between them does not lie in the semantics, but in the verb types, viz., the 

transfer-type only allows bun1 as the main verb, whereas the indirect-type allows a 

wide range of transfer verbs and also non-transfer verbs as the main verb. 

 

4.3 From purposives to causatives 

 

Despite the fact that both Lai (2001) and Chiang (2006) distinguish the 

purposive/pivotal use and the causative/permissive use, we found that conceptual 

overlaps between ‘purpose’ and ‘causation’ arose easily.30 It was sometimes difficult 

to decide whether a given sentence was a purposive or a causative, especially when 

the sentence in question was bi-clausal. That is, their division is not as clear-cut as 

expected. In the data we collected, bi-clausal sentences having ambiguity between the 
                                                 
29 Liu (2006) proposes a four-way distinction of the range of transfer expressed by verbs in the dative 
constructions in Mandarin Chinese, namely, act of transfer, manner of transfer, instrument of transfer, 
and precondition of transfer. The closer a verb’s meaning is to the core meaning of transfer, the more 
likely it is for the verb to participate in the dative alternation. There are three dative constructions in 
Mandarin Chinese, all of which carry the sense of transfer and can be differentiated in terms of range of 
transfer and argument role of the dative object or the gei object. As indicated by one of the reviewers, 
(28)-(30) are purpose clauses with transfer events involved, whereas (31) and (32) are purpose clauses 
without transfer events. Such a difference is co-related with verb types. According to Liu’s (2006) 
classification, both give verbs in (28) and verbs of communication in (29) and (30) express acts of 
transfer, with the former of which denoting transfer of possession, and the latter, transfer of knowledge. 
However, verbs of break in (31), which imply precondition of transfer, and verbs involving the body in 
(32) are at best transitive and are not transfer verbs at all. This observation leads to the conclusion that 
it is less likely for a given bun1 purpose clause to denote a transfer event if the verb has a further 
extended meaning of transfer. 
30 The two authors adopt different terminologies to refer to the same syntactic configurations. The term 
before the slash is used by Lai (2001) and that after the slash is used by Chiang (2006). 
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two readings are common. Consider, for example, (34)-(37). These sentences can be 

interpreted as causatives or purposives, based on the relation between the two clauses. 

If the two clauses are decomposed into a causing event and a caused event, we get a 

periphrastic causative. However, when the two clauses are analyzed as a matrix clause 

and a purpose clause, we get a purposive. 

 

(34) 亞福   箇  心   咁樣       打算、 箇時     上下     想    關    

A1fuk7  kai5 sim1  kan2-yong5  ta3son5  kai5 chi2  chong5ha5
  syong3 kwan1  

NAME  GEN heart in this way  plan    that time about      want   close  

竟   籠      門    唔   俾   佢  走     

kin3  lung1    mun2  mii1  pin1  ki2  tseu3  

DUR birdcage  door   NEG  BUN  3SG leave 

‘Afuk had such a plan. At that time, he wanted to close the door of the 

birdcage so that the bird would not be allowed to fly away.’  (FBR 201:77-1) 

(35) 又  開   倒   信德  嘅   門、   奔   異邦人       落  

yu5  hoi1  tau3  sin5tet7 kai5  mun2,  pin1  yi5pang1nyin2 lok8 

and  open  ACH  faith   GEN  door   BUN  gentile       enter 

‘(how God) had made open a door of faith to the Gentiles.’ (AA 14:36-2) 

(36) 禺  立  倒  界限，  唔   奔   水    流   過   去  

ngi2 lip8  tau3 kai5han5  m1   pin1  chui3  lyu2  ko5   hi5 

2SG set  ACH limit     NEG  BUN  water  flow  pass  go 

‘You made a limit over which they might not go.’  (BSQ 4:51-1) 

(37) 愛   用 手術    [揤穿  胎膜| 使   胎膜 穿]，   [俾|  等]   胎水   

need  use operation pierce  caul  cause caul  through BUN  wait  waters  

慢慢   流   出   

slowly  flow  out 

‘(The doctor) needed to perform an operation to pierce through the caul to let 

the waters outflow slowly.’  (HMR 6:58) 

 

The fact that overlaps between the purposive reading and the causative reading 

can be easily found is, we believe, by no means coincidental. Conceptually, a purpose 

construction consists of a main clause expressing an intended action and a purposive 

clause expressing a desired result. Since the result is desired by the subject, the 

addressee may reinterpret the subject as a causer that causes the action to be done by 

means of pragmatic inference. It should, however, be noted that a purposive clause, 

though target-directed, only denotes a hypothetical result state (Schmidtke-Bode 
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2009:19).31 In other words, the intended result is merely an implicature and can be 

easily cancelled by the subsequent discourse (Schmidtke-Bode 2009:103-104). 

Consider, for example, (36), which can be revised as in (38). The following statement 

is a clear indication that the intended outcome of the purpose clause was not achieved. 

 

(38) 禺  立   倒  界限，  唔  奔  水   流   過   去，唔過   冇    

ngi2 lip8  tau3 kai5han5  m1  pin1 chui3
  lyu2  ko5   hi5  m1ko4  mau2 

2SG set  ACH limit     NEG BUN water  flow pass  go  but    NEG  

利達    冇用      啊  

li1that5   useless     SFP   

Succeed  mau2yung4  a3 

‘You tried to make a limit over which they might not go but didn’t succeed. 

It was useless.’ 

 

Nevertheless, as pointed by both Song (1996:152) and Schmidtke-Bode (2009), 

unless otherwise indicated, the desired result will be actualized, a fact that further 

blurs out the distinction between purpose and causation. Due to these substantial 

conceptual overlaps, it is not uncommon to find sentences having ambiguity between 

the two readings. In fact, such ambiguity can be easily found in other languages as 

well. In his typological study of purpose clauses, Schmidtke-Bode (2009:105-106) 

finds that, cross-linguistically, purpose and causation are often encoded by the same 

marker. For example, c´a and h´écel in Lakota are open to purpose, cause, and result 

readings, and –xua in Qiang may serve as either a purpose marker or a cause marker, 

depending on the larger discourse context.32  In her discussion of Hakka bun1 

causative constructions, Lai (2015) also claims that there is strong affinity between 

the two notions. Therefore, the purposive-type causative construction shown in (39) is 

included in her classifications. The major difference between the two notions, she 

points out, lies in the fact that the resulting event is entailed in a causative, but 

intended in a purposive.33 This distinction helps explain the ungrammaticality of the 

causative in (40), which is incongruent with the counterfactual inference, viz., if the 

causing event had not taken place, then the resulting event would not have either. 

 

  

                                                 
31 Target-directedness refers to the propositional content of a purpose from the perspective of the agent 
in the main clause (Schmidtke-Bode 2009:47-48) 
32 Lakota is a Siouan language spoken by the Lakota people of the Sioux tribes in North America. 
Qiang is the Tibeto-Burman language spoken in Sichuan, China. 
33 This is one of the crucial features of purpose clauses. For more details, see the discussion below. 
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(39)    抓   魚仔   賣， 賺錢       分  吾      老公    讀書  

ngai5 zog4  ng5-e2   mai3  con3qien5    bun1 nga1     lo2gung1  tug8su1 

1SG  catch fish-SUF sell   make money BUN 1SG.POSS husband  study 

‘I caught fish to sell so as to make money for my husband to go study.’ 

(Lai 2015:(2)) 

(40) *Mary made Jim clean up the room, but he wouldn’t do it.   (Lai 2015:(11)) 

 

In addition, with synchronic and diachronic evidence from cross-linguistic data, 

the PURP(ose) type is deemed one of the major subtypes of the causative 

constructions in Song (1996). In his subsequent typological survey, Song (2013) 

divides periphrastic causatives into two types: the sequential type and the purposive 

type. Both types involve two clauses. In the former type, the clause of cause and that 

of effect are juxtaposed strictly in that order, with or without a linking element 

between them. In the latter type, one clause designates an event carried out for the 

purpose of realizing the event denoted by the other clause. Again, we see overlaps 

between purpose and causation in Song’s classification. 

On the basis of the discussion above, it is proposed that purpose and causation 

form a continuum and cannot be naturally divided into separate domains. In between 

the two ends of the continuum are cases subject to two interpretations, depending on 

the larger discourse context. The four crucial features suggested by Schmidtke-Bode 

(2009:19) to define purpose clauses are intentionality, target-directedness, future 

orientation, and a hypothetical result state. Based on his observation and the prototype 

theory, we maintain that the more of the four features a clause has, the more likely it 

is to be a purpose clause. Given that target-directedness and the hypothetical result 

state have been discussed above, we will investigate the other two features in turn in 

what follows. Intentionality, which is central to human behavior (Schmidtke-Bode 

(2009:20), is a feature that distinguishes (41), a purpose clause, from (42), a causative 

clause. The subject’s desire for the intended result to be obtained can be clearly seen 

in the former but is absent in the latter. As a willful agent, the doctor demonstrated to 

the patient how to breathe deeply. However, no mental state of the agent in the matrix 

clause is involved in (42) in that the subject NP mun2 門 ‘door’, being non-animate 

and non-volitional, does not have any control over its opening. As Schmidtke-Bode 

(2009:47) puts it: “purpose clauses have the special property of describing the content 

of the mental state of the agent of the associated matrix clause.” 

 

(41) 醫生  自己 逗大氣       畀  佢  看 (= (32))  

doctor self   breathe deeply  BUN 3SG look 

‘The doctor showed him (how to) breathe deeply.’ 
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(42) 就    行   到    出    街   嘅  隻     鐵  門   里、 門   就 

tshyu5 hang2 tau5   tchhut7 kai1  kai5 tchak7 thet7 mun2  li1   mun2 tshyu5 

then   walk  arrive  exit   street that CL    iron door  there door  then 

自家    曉    開、 來   奔   佢兠   出      

thsii5ka1  hyau3  hoi1  loi2   pin1  ki2teu1  tchhut7 

self      able   open  come BUN  3PL     exit 

‘And when they came to the iron door leading into the town, the door came 

open by itself for them to go out.’  (AA 12:29-2) 

 

With regard to the semantic feature of future orientation, it has been observed that 

many purpose clauses dispense with temporal marking in that they are intrinsically 

future-oriented, a fact that has to do with the predictability of information in discourse 

(Schmidtke-Bode 2009, Section 3.2.2). Even if temporal specifications are 

syntactically overt, “they tend to emphasize the temporal posteriority of the purpose 

situation with respect to the main clause situation” (Schmidtke-Bode 2009:43). As a 

tenseless and morphologically impoverished language, temporal specifications in 

Hakka are not expressed overtly and serial verb constructions are a conventionalized 

way to express purposive relations. Take, for example, (41). The relative word order 

of the two events of the doctor’s breathing deeply and the patient’s looking at the 

doctor’s demonstration observes the principle of temporal sequence proposed by Tai 

(1985) and is determined by the temporal order of the states they represent in the 

conceptual world. In order to provide a model for the patient to imitate, the doctor has 

to demonstrate how to take a deep breath first. That is, the purpose clause is 

temporally posterior to the main clause. 

Before closing this section, we would just like to address another question, 

namely, the structural differences between purposives and causatives in Hakka. As 

has been pointed out above, a purpose clause is inherently bi-eventual but this does 

not necessarily hold true for a causative clause. Both bi-clausal and mono-clausal 

causatives can be easily found, as shown by (34)-(37) and (43), respectively. 
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(43) a. 亞庚   箇   父母   唔   肯     俾   家       妹子    得   

A1kang1 kai5  fu5mu1  mii1  hen3    pin1  kya1      moi5tsii3  tet7   

NAME  POSS parent  NEG  willing  BUN  3SG.POSS  daughter get   

轉    口東   多    

tchon3 kan5   to1 

back   so     many 

‘A-Kang’s parents were not willing to let their daughter get back so many 

(things).’   (FBR 191:72-1) 

b. 惹兠    反下轉、    奔  惹兠    道理、  傳     滿    

nya1teu1  fan1ha5tchon3 pin1 nya1teu1  thau5li1   tchhon2 man1 

2PL     in no time    BUN 2PL      teaching  spread  all    

耶路撒冷 

Ya2lu5sat7lang1 

Jerusalem       

‘You let your teaching spread all over Jerusalem in no time.’  (AA 5:12-1) 

c. 禺  莫   奔  惡  贏   倒， 愛    奔   善    來   贏    倒  惡 

ngi2 mok8 pin1  ok7  yang2 tau3  oi5   pin1
  chen5

  loi2   yang2  tau3 ok7 

2SG NEG  BUN evil win  ACH  must  BUN  virtue  come win   ACH evil 

‘Do not let evil overcome you, but overcome evil by good.’  (BSQ 4:92-2) 

d. 接          厓   做  子女， 又  奔   厓   享     永久     

tsyap7       ngai2 tso5 tsii3ng3, yu5  pin1  ngai2 hyong3  yun1kyu3  

acknowledge  1SG  do  child   also BUN  1SG  enjoy   eternal    

嘅   福    

kai5  fuk7 

NOM blessing 

‘(The Lord) acknowledged me as his child and let me enjoy the blessings 

forever.’   (HCC:8-1) 

e. 本來  吾  唔  多   肯    俾  佢  [轉|   走]    

at first 1SG NEG many willing BUN 3SG return  leave 

‘At first, I wasn’t very willing to let him return (home)/leave.’ 

(HMR 15:165) 

 

The difference between the two types of causatives lies in the presence or absence 

of the causer’s action. Due to the fact that there is substantial conceptual overlap 

between purpose and causation and that causatives may be bi- or mono-clausal, we 

entertain that the causative use is actually a further development from the purposive 

complementizer use, schematically expressed as NP1+V1+NP2+bun1+NP3+V2, as in 

(41). Due to the background-to-foreground principle, which states that old 
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information occurs before new information, and the fact that old information is in 

general non-focal, the event denoted by V1 tends to be backgrounded and that by V2, 

foregrounded (Hong & Zhao 2005). Therefore, the first verbal event, V1+NP2, is apt 

to be unexpressed, leading to the emergence of a new construction, viz., NP1+ 

bun1+NP3+V2, as in (43). To support our analysis, consider (44), an authentic corpus 

example within a larger context. 

 

(44) 禺  立  倒   界限， 唔    奔   水 i   流   過   去，使   佢 i  冇 

ngi2 lip8  tau3  kai5han5 m1   pin1  chui3 lyu2  ko5   hi5  sii3   ki2  mau2 

2SG set  ACH  limit    NEG  BUN  water flow  pass  go  cause 3SG NEG 

事   又   到  下   轉    來   浸   開    地下   

sii5   yu5   tau5 ha5   tchon3 loi2   tsim5 hoi1   thi5ha1 

thing again to   down return  come dip   COMP  ground 

‘You made a limit with the purpose of not letting the water go, so that the 

earth would never again be covered by the water.’  (BSQ 4:51-1) 

 

The communicative focus in this passage is the second clause, as is evidenced by 

the fact that the active referent, the one that is currently lit up in the shared 

consciousness of speaker and addressee (Michaelis & Lambrecht 1996:226-227), is 

the causee chui3 水  ‘water’, which is co-referential with ki2 佢  ‘3SG’ in the 

follow-up proposition. Co-reference is one of the strategies that can be used to 

manage the information flow in a larger discourse. 

Such a profile shift is comparable to the extension from literal give to enablement 

discussed by Newman (1996:190-191). He points out that this change is correlated 

with the change in salience of the components of the overall meaning of the literal 

give. For example, see (45). The meaning of enabling me to eat is only weakly 

implied in (45a), but it becomes the focus of meaning in (45c). On the contrary, what 

is focused on in (45a), viz. the transfer of an apple, is only weakly implied in (45c). 

The bridge from literal give to the pure enablement can be seen in a case like (45b), in 

which both transfer and enablement are explicitly expressed by the concatenation of 

the two substructures. 

 

(45) a. She gave me an apple.         

b. She gave me an apple to eat. 

c. She gave me to eat. = ‘she enabled me to eat’ (as in Whitman’s use of give) 

(Newman 1996:190 (50)) 
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4.4 The directionality of purposive and causative 

 

Considering that causatives are more primal and wide-ranging than purposives, 

one of the reviewers suggests that the purposives may be derived through the 

“narrowing-down” of causatives, but not vice versa. Such a view is supported by the 

fact that the meaning shift from give to let is very widespread in the languages of the 

world. In addition, Haspelmath (1989:291) holds that, cross-linguistically, “the 

purposive meaning arises not only from a local allative meaning, but also from a 

benefactive or causal meaning.” Schmidtke-Bode’s (2009) description of Hausa, a 

Chadic language (a branch of the Afro-Asiatic language family) spoken mainly in 

Nigeria, also suggests an extension from cause to purpose. However, there is still 

some controversy concerning the directionality of the two constructions in the extant 

literature. For example, Heine & Kuteva (2002:246-247) point out that purpose 

precedes cause in time despite of lack of conclusive historical evidence for this 

hypothesis. Despite such a dispute, the linguistic data in the Basel missionary texts 

discussed above leads one to conclude that causatives are a further evolvement from 

purposives. In what follows, evidence from typologically and genetically different 

languages is introduced to support our claim.  

First, let us take a look at the diachronic development of the gei3 ‘give’ passives in 

Mandarin Chinese. Jiang (2002) maintains that the verb gei3 in Mandarin Chinese 

evolves from a verb of giving (46) into a causative marker (47) and then into a passive 

marker (48). In this process, the construction in (46) plays a determining role. In order 

for a sentence to be interpreted as a passive, a verb following the ditransitive 

construction (X+gei3+Y+N) is mandatory. 

 

(46) a. X+gei3+Y+N+V 

b. 往常          老太太    又   給  他  酒   喫  

Wang3chang2   lao3tai4tai4  you4  gei3 ta1  jiu3   chi1  

as it used to be  old lady    again give 3SG wine  drink 

‘As it used to be, the old lady gave him some wine to drink.’  

(Jiang 2002:(8)) 

(47) a. X+V1+N+gei3+Y+V2  

b. 又   弄   個  賊  來   給  我們     看 

you4  nong4 ge4  zei2  lai1   gei3 wo3men2 kan4 

again do   CL  thief come give 1PL      guard 

‘(He) handed us a thief (and asked) us to guard him.’  

(abridged from Jiang 2002:(11)) 
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(48) a. N+gei3+Y+V 

b. 就 是  天， 也  是  給  氣運    使喚      著    

jiu4 shi4 tian1  ye3  shi4 gei3 qi4yun4   shi3huan4   zhe5 

then be  god  also be   give fate     order about ASP 

‘Even God was also ordered about by fate.’  (Jiang 2002:(19)) 

 

Note that, a sentence like (46b) represents a transfer-type purposive within our 

framework, even though Jiang (2002) does not explicitly point this out. If our account 

were on the right track, the historical development from purposive to causative should 

not constitute a surprise. 

The derivation of causation from purpose can be seen in non-Sinitic languages as 

well. For example, in their discussion of degrees of grammaticalization, Heine, Claudi 

& Hünnemeyer (1991:156-158) argue that, in terms of animacy of the participant(s), 

PURPOSE is less grammaticalized than CAUSE in that the former normally 

presupposes some human agent and activity, while the latter does not. Evidence in 

favor their claim is diachronic and typological in nature. Diachronically, the marker íti 

in Sanskrit, for example, first acquired the function of a subordinator of PURPOSE 

clause, and then began to appear in CAUSE constructions before it evolved into a 

subordinator of CAUSE clauses. Typologically, Saxena’s (1988) implicational scale 

for subordinators derived from ‘say’ or ‘thus’ represented in (49) demonstrates, again, 

that CAUSE is a more grammaticalized function than PURPOSE. 

 

(49) SAY > KNOW > BELIEVE > HOPE > PURPOSE > CAUSE 

 

According to whether they precede or follow the object in the transmission of 

force in the causal chain, semantic roles are divided into antecedent and subsequent 

roles by Croft (1991). Case syncretism within either the antecedent thematic roles or 

the subsequent ones is not uncommon, whereas that across the two types of roles are 

virtually non-existent. One such exception is the syncretism of cause (a subsequent 

role) and purpose (an antecedent role), and the direction of semantic extension of the 

two roles is from purpose, through reason, to cause (Croft 1991:293). 

The evolution from purposive to causative can also be seen in Leino’s (2005) 

study of the Finnish permissive construction. Leino observes that the permissive 

construction in old written Finnish (50a) has become (50b) in modern Finnish. The 

verb antaa means ‘give’ in (50a), but ‘let’ or ‘permit’ in (50b). The old permissive 

construction was normal to an ordinary giving sentence with a purpose clause and was 

more transparent and analyzable, whereas the present-day permissive construction is 

more opaque and behaves like an idiom chunk. 
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(50) a. [KalleNAME [[antaagive [omenanapple]] VillenNAME] syödäeat]
34  

‘Kalle gives the/an apple for Ville to eat’ 

b. [KalleNAME [antaagive [VillenNAME [syödäeat [omenanapple]]]]]  

‘Kalle lets Ville eat the/an apple’ 

 

Another piece of evidence comes from von Waldenfels (2012:281-283), who 

points out that the developments of the DA(VA)T+INF from giving to letting (i.e., 

permissive) in Russian, Polish, and Czech may be motivated by two models. This may 

be the result of an extension of giving in metaphorical use, viz., the event granted is 

viewed as something given. On the other hand, this may involve metonymy, or the 

conventionalization of implicature. Consider examples in (51). The (51b) sentence, 

whose secondary predicate read shares the patient book with give, represents an 

ambiguous bridging example which connects the initial transfer meaning in (51a) with 

the permissive meaning in (51c). In such a construction, the invited implicature is that 

the recipient wants to read the book and that the agent enables the recipient to read the 

book by giving it to him/her. When an example like (51c), which only expresses the 

permissive meaning and does not involve transfer of an object, comes into existence, 

such an implicature is said to have conventionalized. The resulting permissive 

expresses a single, internally complex event. Note, nevertheless, no empirical data is 

available for making a decision between the two models. 

 

(51) a. On dalPST:SG emuDAT kniguACC (transfer)     

‘He gave him the book.’  (von Waldenfels 2012:(456)) 

b. On dalPST:SG emuDAT kniguACC počitat’INF (transfer/perm.) 

‘He gave him the book to read’/ ‘He let1 him2 read4 the book3.’ 

c. On dalPST:SG DATINF dogovorit’INF (permissive) 

‘He let him speak.’ 

 

In face of the evidence presented above, we have now more confidence to say that 

it is not impossible to derive causatives from purposives. Of course, more in-depth 

research into the close relationship between purpose and causation is called for before 

a definite conclusion can be reached. 

 

  

                                                 
34 The subscriptions of the two examples are provided by us for ease of reading. 
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4.5 Why so many permissive causatives?  

 

Another question that needs to be tackled is why the majority of the bun1 caustives 

in the Basel missionary materials are permissives. Causation is a complex notion and 

can be understood in many different ways. In terms of formal properties, causatives 

are typologically distinguished into three major types, viz., lexical causatives, 

morphological causatives, and periphrastic causatives (Comrie 1989:165-245). A 

typical example of the first type is kill in English, which can be roughly paraphrased 

as ‘cause someone to die’. The second type can be illustrated by öl-dür ‘to kill’ in 

Turkish, which consists of öl ‘die’ and dür, an allomorph of the causative suffix -dir. 

In the third type, cause and effect are expressed by separate verbs, as in I caused John 

to go. Since the formal markings of causatives vary from one language to another, it is 

suggested that causatives can be better dealt with in semantic terms. For example, 

Dixon (2000:61ff) provides nine semantic parameters, comprising a) relating to the 

verb: state/action and transitivity; b) relating to the causee: control, volition, and 

affectedness; c) relating to causer: directness, intention, naturalness, and 

involvement.35 In terms of semantic properties of causative expressions, Shibatani 

(1976:251-273) divides causation into the following types: coercive vs. noncoercive 

causation, permissive causation, directive vs. manipulative causation, direct vs. 

indirect causation, and ballistic causation, as illustrated by (52) to (57), respectively. 

 

(52) a. John made the doctor come. (Shibatani 1976:(31b))           (coercive) 

b. John had the doctor come. (Shibatani 1976:(31a))        (non-coercive) 

(53) a. Iede     o   siyoo to  site  iru   musume  o/?ni     me o   tubutte  

runaway ACC  try.to.do  do  PROG daughter  ACC/DAT eye  ACC closing  

ik-ase-ta36                                          (permissive) 

go-CAUS-PAST 

‘Pretending not to see, (I) let the daughter go who was trying to run away 

from home.’ (Shibatani 1976:(37a)) 

b. ‘Aa   iiyo’  to    itte    kodomo  ni/?o    motto asob-ase-ta  

PART okay  COMP saying child    DAT/ACC more play-CAUS-PAST 

‘(I) let the children play more by saying “Oh, OK.”’  (Shibatani 1976:(37c)) 

  

                                                 
35 Space permits only the most rudimentary discussion of the notion of causation. The reader is 
referred to these works for more details.  
36 Even though no glosses of examples in (53) to (57) are given in Shibatani (1976), we provide our 
own glosses to facilitate understanding these examples by checking relevant papers and asking for help 
from Prof. Kazunori Kikushima at the Department of Japanese, Tamkang University, a linguist who is 
a native speaker of Japanese. 
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(54) Boku wa  Taroo  ni/o     heya  ni   hair-ase-ta              (directive) 

1SG  TOP NAME  DAT/ACC room into enter-CAUS-PAST 

‘I made/had Taro enter the room.’  (Shibatani 1976:(42c)) 

(55) Boku wa   Hanako o   taos-i-ta.                       (manipulative) 

1SG  TOP  NAME   ACC knock.down-PAST 

‘I threw Hanako down.’  (Shibatani 1976:(43d)) 

(56) Taroo  wa  Hanako o    kanasim-ase-ta                       (indirect) 

NAME  TOP NAME   ACC grieve-CAUS-PAST 

‘Taro made Hanako sad.’  (Shibatani 1976:(59a)) 

(57) Taroo wa  genkoo     o   syuppansya ni   okut-ta    ga, genkoo     wa  

NAME TOP manuscript  ACC publisher   DAT send-PAST but manuscript  TOP 

syuppansya ni   tukanakat-ta                                (ballistic) 

publisher       DAT reach.NEG-PAST 

‘Taro sent the manuscript to the publisher, but it didn’t reach the publisher.’  

(Shibatani 1976:(74c)) 

 

(Non-)coercive causation describes a situation in which both causer and causee are 

human. The extent of coerciveness is correlated with the interpersonal interaction 

between causer and causee, depending on the amount of the resistance that the causer 

needs to overcome in the caused event. From this perspective, (52a) expresses 

coercive causation, while (52b), non-coercive causation.  

Permissive causation can be subdivided into four subtypes: a) a situation in which 

the causer forbears prevention (or intervention), as a result of which the caused event 

takes place successfully; b) a situation in which the causer actively gives permission 

to the causee to do something; c) a situation in which the causer attempts but fails to 

prevent something from happening; d) a situation in which the causer gives up and 

does not intervene with the caused event, knowing that his intervention would not 

succeed anyway. In Japanese, such a difference is reflected in the choice of case 

markers, namely, the o causative expresses types a), c), and d), and the ni causative 

expresses type b). The examples in (53) illustrate this distinction. 

Depending on whether the causee functions as a volitional entity or not, two types 

of causatives can be distinguished. One is the directive causative, describing a 

situation in which causer gives a direction to a volitional causee, as in (54), and the 

other is the manipulative causative, depicting a situation in which the causer 

physically manipulates the non-volitional causee in effecting the caused event, as in 

(55). 
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Direct causation refers to a situation in which the causer acts directly on the 

causee, whether it is done orally or physically. However, there are causative situations 

in which the causer’s direct action on the causee is not possible. For example, one 

cannot manipulate someone else’s psychological state. A case in point is (56). Based 

on this distinction, directive and manipulative causation can be collectively subsumed 

under the direct causation. 

Ballistic causation describes a situation in which the caused event follows after the 

realization of the causing event and can be expressed by such a verb as okur-u ‘send’ 

in (57). 

One of the reviewers indicated that bun1 causatives seem to be more consistent 

with certain types of causatives. This is indeed the case. Newman (1996:171-201) 

observes that, among the four types of causation listed in (58), it is the interpersonal 

type of causation d) that seems closest to literal give in its cognitive typology. The 

core meaning of literal give involves a volitional and controlled act instigated by a 

willful person. In the give frame, intentionality and purposefulness are strongly 

associated with the transfer of control over the thing. These aspects of meaning make 

give more readily associated with the interpersonal kind of causation; however, in the 

more general causative sense, causation may not involve human interaction, as shown 

by (58a) to (58c). 

 

(58) a. Event X causes event Y. 

    b. Person A causes event Y. 

    c. Person A causes some entity B (animate or inanimate) to change. 

    d. Person A causes person B to do Y. 

 

The principle of persistence (Hopper 1991) may help to explain why the other 

subtypes of causatives suggested by Shibatani (1976) are not found in the bun1 

causatives. Both the (non-)coercive and directive causatives, though involving a 

human/animate causer and causee, have to be expressed by another causative marker 

ham1 喊 ‘to call’, instead of bun1. There seems to be a division of labor among the 

causative markers from different lexical sources. On the other hand, manipulative 

causatives and indirect causatives are not compatible with bun1 causatives in that the 

causee is non-volitional in the two situations. According to Chang (2005), descriptive 

causatives (= indirect causatives in Shibatani’s (1976) classification) are far more 

advanced in the grammaticalization than the deliberate causatives, which are mainly 

used to express such notions as command, order, and permission. In fact, descriptive 

causatives are not uncommon in modern Taiwanese Hakka, one of the four causative 

types in Lai’s (2015) study. See, for example, (59). However, such a use is not found 
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in the Basel materials, which further confirms Chang’s (2005) observation that this 

use is a later development. Finally, it is the nature of verbs, rather than the 

interpersonal interaction between causer and cause, that is focused on in the ballistic 

causation. This helps explain the absence of this type of causative in the historical 

data. 

 

(59) 阿文  摎   阿英 都  盡   增志，      無   分    阿姆   失望 

a1-vun5lau1 a1-in1 du3  qin3  zen3zii3      mo5 bun1  a1-mei1  siid4mong3 

A-vun and  A-in  both very  hard-working NEG BUN  mother  disappointed 

‘A-vun and A-in are both working hard, not letting their mother down.’ 

(Lai 2015:(3)) 

 

4.6 An interim remark 

 

To summarize, the grammaticalization cline of bun1 from the verb of giving in the 

Type A construction into a causative verb and then into an agent marker proposed by 

Lai (2001) is at odds with the Basel materials. Any further development from the 

Type A construction is not possible in that the given construction in not attested in the 

diachronic data we examine. Based on this observation as well as the conceptual 

overlaps between purpose and causation, we hold that the causative use of bun1 is in 

fact developed from the purposive use, as suggested by Chiang (2006, 2007). The 

diachronic analysis offers us a better understanding of the grammaticalization process 

of bun1, including its sequence and conditions. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

Based on the diachronic data, this paper re-examined the development from 

purposives to causatives in Hakka. Given that only the Type B pattern was attested in 

the Basel Mission materials, it is suggested that the polygrammaticalization analysis 

proposed by Lai (2001) is not feasible. To account for both the diachronic and 

synchronic data in a more plausible and unified way, we hold that the causative use of 

bun1 has not evolved directly from bun1’s verbal use in the Type A construction, but 

was a further development of bun1’s purposive complementizer use. Further support 

for our account comes from the fact that ambiguity between purpose and causation 

arises easily cross-linguistically. This research shows clearly that the relative 

chronology of the evolution of a given grammatical morpheme or construction and the 

conditioning factors that trigger a certain change may be worked out if both 

diachronic and synchronic materials can be taken into account. 
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One residual issue that merits further investigation is why the Type A double 

object construction, which is not found in the Basel materials, is common in, say, the 

contemporary Taiwanese Hakka. Finding a definite answer to this question goes 

beyond the scope of the present paper and we do not attempt it here. Suffice it to say 

that this phenomenon may have something to do with the origins of the Type A and 

Type B double object constructions. As suggested by Zhang (2011), the Type A 

construction derives mainly from a lexical replacement of an old verb of giving with a 

new one, whereas the Type B construction arises mainly from the combination of a 

monotransitive handling verb and an allative preposition which is used to express 

something like ‘take something to someone’. Both dialectal and diachronic data, we 

believe, will shed some light on this issue and deepen our understanding of the nature 

of the two constructions. 
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論客語「分」致使用法的來源： 

巴色會文獻所提供之證據 

葉瑞娟 

國立清華大學 
 

根據巴色會於 19 世紀末、20 世紀初出版的客語文獻紀錄，本文考

察客語給予動詞「分」的致使用法之來源和演變。既有文獻中一般主

張「分」呈現多向語法化的現象（如 Lai 2001，Chiang 2006），然而巴

色會的語料顯示當時「分」的雙賓結構只有「分+直接賓語+間接賓語」

（雙賓 B 式）的類型，而無「分+間接賓語+直接賓語」（雙賓 A 式）

的類型，但「分」的致使用法卻非常普遍，因此本文主張「分」的致

使用法並非直接由雙賓 A 式的「分」的動詞用法而來，而是「分」的

表目的標記用法進一步演變的結果，由於新舊訊息的配置和事件的前

景化和背景化，導致新結構的產生，造成表面上語序的差異。 

 
關鍵詞：客語、給予動詞、目的式、致使式、巴色會文獻 
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